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Abstract

The combination of strong visual backbones and Large
Language Model (LLM) reasoning has led to Large Multi-
modal Models (LMMs) becoming the current standard for
a wide range of vision and language (VL) tasks. How-
ever, recent research has shown that even the most ad-
vanced LMMs still struggle to capture aspects of compo-
sitional visual reasoning, such as attributes and relation-
ships between objects. One solution is to utilize scene
graphs (SGs)—a formalization of objects and their rela-
tions and attributes that has been extensively used as a
bridge between the visual and textual domains. Yet, scene
graph data requires scene graph annotations, which are
expensive to collect and thus not easily scalable. More-
over, finetuning an LMM based on SG data can lead to
catastrophic forgetting of the pretraining objective. To
overcome this, inspired by chain-of-thought methods, we
propose Compositional Chain-of-Thought (CCoT), a novel
zero-shot Chain-of-Thought prompting method that utilizes
SG representations in order to extract compositional knowl-
edge from an LMM. Specifically, we first generate an SG
using the LMM, and then use that SG in the prompt to
produce a response. Through extensive experiments, we
find that the proposed CCoT approach not only improves
LMM performance on several vision and language (VL)
compositional benchmarks but also improves the perfor-
mance of several popular LMMs on general multimodal
benchmarks, without the need for fine-tuning or annotated
ground-truth SGs. Code: https://github.com/
chancharikmitra/CCoT.

1. Introduction
In recent years, Large Multimodal Models (LMMs) such
as LLaVA [46], GPT-4V [55], and InstructBLIP [16] have
demonstrated impressive results in the field of vision and
language (VL), especially in multimodal reasoning and vi-
sual question-answering (VQA) [5, 39, 47, 48, 52]. How-
ever, recent empirical studies [18, 28, 51] show that the
best-performing VL models tend to view images as a “bag
of objects”. Consider the following example in Figure 1.
Suppose a VL model is asked to describe the provided im-

Figure 1. A high-level overview of our Compositional Chain-
of-Thought (CCoT) approach. Our CCoT method consists of
a two-step prompting process: (1) First, the LMM is prompted
to generate a scene graph relevant to the image and task prompt,
such as the task in the figure “Describe the image”. (2) Following
this, the LMM is prompted with the generated scene graph, the
image, and the task prompt as context for responding in a way that
incorporates the compositional information in the scene graph to
provide a correct description of the complex scene.

age. The provided image contains many objects: a laptop, a
mouse, some books, and a table. It is a challenging question
to describe exactly how these objects are situated in relation
to one another as well as their notable characteristics. Thus,
we are motivated to utilize the SG, which captures the ob-
jects’ important relationships and attributes. For example,
the LMM uses the generated SG to produce the description:
“On a table, there is a stack of books on a laptop.”

Comprehending the structure of visual scenes is a core
issue in machine perception. Visual scenes consist not only
of objects but also include relevant characteristics and rela-
tionships that are significant to understanding the scenes’
compositionality better. In this paper, we consider how
to best improve the compositionality of LMMs. Recently,
scene graph (SG) annotations—structured graph represen-
tations of visual scenes–have been introduced as powerful
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VL representations, and have been extensively explored in
many previous works [24, 34, 79, 80]. However, SG data
is less readily available than textual descriptions as obtain-
ing SGs is costly and thus not scalable.1 Moreover, training
on SG data can lead to forgetting on the pretrained objec-
tives as shown in [28]. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
leveraging scene graph representations for LMMs without
annotated scene graph data and without finetuning.

Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) showed
promising results by incorporating Chain-of-Thought
(CoT) prompting methods [36, 76]. CoT methods use
an LLM to perform a task with intermediate reasoning
steps, either zero-shot—with no explicit examples—or few-
shot—with explicit examples. Inspired by this, we design
a zero-shot, CoT method that utilizes scene graph repre-
sentations for multimodal and compositional visual reason-
ing tasks. Our approach allows us to extract more compo-
sitional knowledge out of an LMM compared to without
prompting. Next, we ask ourselves how should we design a
CoT prompt method that utilizes the scene graphs without
relying on ground truth SG annotations or model finetuning.

Our proposed designed approach—Compositional
Chain-of-Thought (CCoT)—can be broken into two steps.
The first step is to generate a scene graph in order to
circumvent the need for ground truth SG data by using
the input image and task prompt (e.g., visual question).
The second step is to prompt the LMM with the image,
task prompt, and the generated scene graph to produce
a response. Incorporating the scene graph in the prompt
eliminates the need for fine-tuning and prevents forgetting.
Another benefit of our method is that generated SGs can
describe any visual scene, therefore making CCoT gener-
ally applicable to a wider range of VL tasks. Finally, the
fact that the generated scene graphs are compact linguistic
representations of images makes CCoT a token-efficient
prompting method. This is significant given the limited
textual context lengths that LMMs often face due to
processing both image and text inputs.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:
(i) We introduce CCoT, a zero-shot Chain-of-Thought ap-
proach that utilizes scene graph representations in order to
extract compositional knowledge out of an LMM; (ii) Our
proposed CCoT method was designed without the need for
task-specific fine-tuning or annotated SG data, as well as be-
ing applicable and easy to use on various different LMM ar-
chitectures; (iii) Our method shows improved performance
for LLaVA-1.5, Instruct-BLIP, SPHINX, and GPT-4V not
only on VL compositional benchmarks like Winoground
and WHOOPS! but also on general multimodal benchmarks
like SEEDBench, MMBench, and LLaVA-Bench-in-the-
Wild highlighting the effectiveness of our approach.

1For example, Visual Genome [37] contains only ∼ 100K image-SG
pairs, which is smaller than the existing LMMs pretraining datasets.

2. Related Work
Large Multimodal Models (LMMs). The development of
LMMs is largely the result of pairing LLMs’ powerful rea-
soning capabilities [15, 60, 67] with existing VL models. A
good example of such models is contrastive vision and lan-
guage models [20, 40, 59], which have been a significant
step forward in connecting vision and language represen-
tations. However, these methods are limited in their direct
application to downstream tasks that require a generative
component or more explicit reasoning over both modalities,
e.g., visual question-answering [5, 23, 29, 31, 52, 61]. The
solution came in the form of applying the reasoning and
generative capabilities of LLMs to both textual and visual
information—resulting in the development of LMMs.

LMMs directly reason over embedded visual features
[1, 7, 16, 19, 21, 41, 45, 46, 83, 84, 92]. Particularly cru-
cial for the success of these methods is visual instruction
finetuning of the model [46, 89]. Inspired by text-only in-
struction tuning of LLMs [75], visual instruction tuning has
been shown effective for complex visual tasks by passing
detailed text descriptions and object location information
to top-of-the-line LLMs (e.g. GPT-4 [55]). However, this
approach requires high-quality training data, which is not
always available or scalable. In this paper, we present an
approach that eliminates the need for training data.

Similar to LMMs, another class of multimodal methods
use code generation as a proxy for visual reasoning (e.g.,
ViperGPT [65], VisProg [22], and CodeVQA [64]), which
we refer to in this paper as Visual Programmatic Models
(VPMs) [49, 57, 62, 63, 77]. Inspired by Neural Modular
Network architectures [3, 4, 33] that leverage and scale the
compositional nature of visual reasoning, VPMs build on
the recent advent of highly capable out-of-the-box LLMs
without the need for additional programming. Notably,
these methods do not directly reason over the visual infor-
mation and are limited by the exact APIs or models they are
provided access to via their limited context. Unlike these
methods, here we explored the potential of LMMs, which
utilize scene graphs as a bridge between the visual and lan-
guage domains for compositional visual reasoning.
Multimodal Prompting Methods. Considering the grow-
ing popularity of LLMs and LMMs, prompting methods
have been critical to harnessing their power as they en-
able precise control over model outputs and provide con-
text within which models can be used. More impor-
tantly prompting methods occur at inference time. They
include zero-shot methods [35, 69, 71], few-shot meth-
ods [13, 17, 50, 54], expert prompting [78], and Chain-
of-Thought (CoT) [76, 87], with extensions like self-
consistency [73], Tree-of-Thought (ToT) [81], and Graph-
of-Thought (GoT) [11, 38, 82] for more complex structures.

To the best of our knowledge, three methods—
VidIL [74], DDCoT [91], and Multimodal-CoT ap-
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Figure 2. Full prompt example of CCoT. The first step in our prompting method is to generate a scene graph given both the image and
textual task as context. Following this, the answer is extracted by prompting the LMM with the image, scene graph, question, and answer
extraction prompt. Prompt sections unique to our method are bolded.

proaches [70, 88]—represent the current state-of-the-art in
multimodal prompting. VidIL, an architecture specifically
designed for video has a language model, which reasons
over captions of video frames. Similary, DDCoT designs
its own CoT prompting method over image captions rather
than explicit visual features. Finally, while Multimodal-
CoT leverages an LMM that reasons directly over visual and
text input features, its Chain-of-Thought prompting method
requires finetuning on ground truth natural language reason-
ing, which is both annotation and computation costly.

A key difference between CCoT and these methods is
that we utilize generated SG instead of captions (generated
or collected ground-truth) as a reasoning step in our CoT de-
sign. This improves the compositionality of LMMs, which
explicitly reason over visual features as well. Additionally,
we demonstrate that our method enhances multimodal rea-
soning more broadly as well. Last, as CCoT is a zero-shot
method used at inference time, it is broadly applicable to a
wide range of LMM-based architectures.
Compositionality. Compositionality, or the understanding
of concepts as being composed of their respective subparts
and relationships, is a valuable paradigm for visual con-
cepts via reasoning over the objects, relationships, and at-
tributes in an image. Compositionality has been applied in
a variety of domains including: vision and language[2, 14,
18, 28, 42, 66, 85], visual question answering [29, 37, 52],
video understanding[6, 8, 25, 27, 53, 72], relational reason-
ing [9, 10, 30], and scene graphs[24, 26, 32, 58, 79]. Re-
cent empirical studies [28, 68, 86, 90], have shown have that

even the strongest LMMs struggle to perform compositional
visual understanding, including identifying object attributes
and inter-object relations. Specifically, it has been shown
that VL models [51] tend to learn a “bag of objects” rep-
resentation, leading them to be less compositional. In this
work, we show that a more structured CoT approach leads
to improved compositional reasoning in LMMs, evidenced
by improved performance on compositional benchmarks.

3. Compositional Chain-of-Thought

To address the challenge of LMMs viewing images as a
“bag of objects,” as shown in previous works, our method
introduces a novel approach to enhance compositional vi-
sual understanding. We begin by describing the standard
LMM architecture (Section 3.1). We then introduce our
two-step chain-of-thought approach: first is scene graph
generation (Section 3.2) and second is response generation
(Section 3.3). Our method is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Preliminaries

LMMs are multimodal models that directly reason over both
vision and language modalities. They are typically given in-
puts of one image I and an associated task prompt in text
form Pin (e.g., questions, caption generation, etc.). Each
modality is then encoded into a shared embedding space
that a language model fθ(·) (parameterized by θ) can rea-
son over. More concretely, the image is encoded using a
trainable vision encoder vϕ(·) (parameterized by ϕ), while
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the task prompt is tokenized and then encoded using a fixed
language embedding l. Given an input image I and input
task prompt Pin, the language model (typically an LLM)
then outputs a text response R.

R = fθ(vϕ(I), l(Pin)) (1)

The exact LMM sub-modules of the LLM, vision en-
coding architecture, and pretraining method for parameters
θ, ϕ differ between models but the overarching method de-
scribed above remains the same.

We propose CCoT, a zero-shot chain-of-thought prompt-
ing method that leverages scene graph generation to im-
prove an LMM’s compositional visual understanding and
multimodal reasoning. Notably, this method does not re-
quire any finetuning as it is purely prompting-based. Fur-
thermore, no annotated SGs are required as the method is
zero-shot. Ultimately, our method is centered around a
scene-graph generation prompt Sin that can be integrated
into Pin such that the LMM can output a scene graph Sg as
an intermediate multimodal reasoning step to output better
responses to the task prompts, such as questions, classifica-
tion, or caption generation.

3.2. Step 1: Scene Graph Generation

Our first step is to generate a scene graph Sg, obviating the
need for ground truth annotated SG data. The scene graph
generation prompt Sin instructs the LMM to systematically
construct a scene graph with three key properties: the ob-
jects, their attributes, and the relationships between them.
To address the “bag-of-objects” problem, we would like to
have a global view of not just the objects, which are the pri-
mary units for visual reasoning, but also their properties and
how they interact with one another.

In the scene graph generation prompt Sin, we further
condition its format to be in JSON. This standardization in
JSON format is intended to facilitate easier interpretation
by the LMM. By systematically organizing visual informa-
tion through the inclusion of objects, relationships, and at-
tributes in the scene graphs, we enable more structured and
comprehensive reasoning. The full prompt, showcasing this
structured approach, is illustrated in Figure 2. The scene
graph generation method represents a core novel contribu-
tion of our work, aiming to overcome the limitations of ex-
isting multimodal reasoning models and enhance the com-
positional understanding of LMMs.

We include both the image I and task prompt Pin along
with Sin to condition the generated scene graph to be rel-
evant to the given task prompt. This is because SGs are
inherently very long-tailed: a generated scene graph that is
conditioned only on the image, might incorporate informa-
tion unrelated to the given task prompt.

The entire first prompt to the LMM, which we denote as
P

(1)
in is constructed by combining the input image I , task

prompt Pin, and most notably the scene-graph generation
prompt Sin (showed in red under Scene-Graph Generation
in Figure 2). The full prompt is as follows:

P
(1)
in = “[I] [Pin] [Sin]” (2)

where [·] indicates slots for inserting the individual elements
of the prompt. The LMM thus generates a SG as follows:

Sg = f(vϕ(I), l(P
(1)
in )) (3)

3.3. Step 2: Response Generation

To bypass the need for finetuning and thus eliminate forget-
ting, we utilize the generated scene graph Sg as an interme-
diate chain-of-thought reasoning step. The LMM is thus
prompted with the original task prompt, image, and cor-
responding generated scene graph so that all three can be
jointly used as context to respond to this new task prompt.
The overall input prompt for response generation is thus
given as follows:

P
(2)
in = “[I] [Sg] [C] [Pin] [E]” (4)

In addition to the input image I , original task prompt Pin,
and generated scene graph Sg, we insert a context sentence
C and an answer extraction sentence E. C briefly instructs
the LMM to use the provided context. Concretely, this is
given by “Use the image and scene graph as context and
answer the following question:”. Finally, while the flexibil-
ity of LLM text generation is a great modeling choice for
high-level multimodal reasoning, this flexibility also makes
response generation in a specific format non-trivial. Many
multimodal benchmarks are in a multiple-choice format, for
example. Since we evaluate our method on these types
of benchmarks, a short additional sub-prompt E (usually
a conditioning sentence) is required to return the answer
as a letter. For example, our answer extraction sub-prompt
“Answer with the option’s letter from the given choices di-
rectly” is taken from LLaVA-1.5 [45] as it has been shown
to be reliable on large multiple-choice benchmarks. How-
ever, this method can be easily generalized to other answer
formats like short answers or detailed descriptions by modi-
fying or completely removing E. Thus, the LMM generates
a final response R to the original image, task prompt pair
(I, Pin) as follows:

R = f(vϕ(I), l(P
(2)
in )) (5)

4. Experiments and Results
We apply our CCoT approach to four popular LMMs:
InstructBLIP-13B [16], LLaVA-1.5-13B [45], Sphinx [44],
and GPT-4V [55]. We also evaluated our approach to
several baselines across different benchmarks, focusing on
multimodal reasoning and VL compositional tasks. Addi-
tional results can be found in our Supplementary Section A.
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Multimodal Benchmarks VL Compositional Benchmarks

Model SEED-I MMBench LLaVA-W Wino-
Text

Wino-
Image

Wino-
Group

WHOOPS!
VQA
BEM

CLIP - - - 30.7 10.5 8.0 -
BLIP - - - 39.0 19.2 15.0 39.0
BLIP2 46.4 - - 42.0 23.8 19.0 55.0
SGVL† - - - 42.8† 28.5† 23.3† -
mPlug-OWL2 57.8 64.5 - - - - -
QwenVL-Chat 58.2 61.2 - - - - -
InstructBLIP-13B 48.2 36.0 47.2 12.8 13.3 4.5 48.3
InstructBLIP-13B-ZS-CoT 37.6 25.3 45.4 15.8 14.8 6.0 43.36
InstructBLIP-13B-CCoT 56.9 (+8.7) 40.3 (+4.3) 47.9 (+0.7) 26.0 (+13.2) 27.0 (+13.7) 11.5 (+7.0) 62.9 (+14.6)

LLaVA-1.5-13B 68.2 67.0 73.5 33.5 35.0 17.3 47.3
LLaVA-1.5-13B-ZS-CoT 66.7 66.0 68.5 36.8 35.0 19.8 46.6
LLaVA-1.5-13B-CCoT 69.7 (+1.5) 70.7 (+3.7) 74.9 (+1.4) 39.8 (+6.3) 37.3 (+2.3) 22.3 (+5.0) 61.2 (+13.9)

Sphinx 71.6 65.9 70.0 29.0 29.0 16.3 50.0
Sphinx-ZS-CoT 70.3 65.5 69.8 36.0 38.5 21.5 60.4
Sphinx-CCoT 74.2 (+2.6) 68.3 (+2.4) 71.0 (+1.0) 36.5 (+7.5) 36.3 (+7.3) 22.5 (+6.2) 61.9 (+11.9)

GPT4V 69.1 75.5 88.2 60.3 45.3 33.5 64.8
GPT4V-ZS-CoT 72.5 74.8 88.8 63.3 52.5 41.0 65.5
GPT4V-CCoT 74.0 (+4.9) 76.3 (+0.8) 91.2 (+2.0) 64.0 (+3.7) 54.5 (+9.2) 43.3 (+9.8) 67.8 ( +3.0)

Table 1. Main results table on SeedBench, MMBench, Winoground, and WHOOPS! Benchmarks. Abbreviations: SEEDBench-
Image [SEED-I]; Winoground Text Score: Wino-Text, Image Score: Wino-Image, Group Score: Wino-Group. Unlike our zero-shot
approach, models with † are supervised and finetuned on annotated scene graphs. For more results, please refer to Section A.2 in Supp.

4.1. Implementation Details

We implemented CCoT using PyTorch [56]. In order to
obtain pre-trained models which we evaluated our method,
we used each model’s respective official implementation.
While the compute and memory requirements differ be-
tween models, our prompting method needs only the infras-
tructure necessary for running inference on these models.
Refer to Supplementary in Section B for more information.

4.2. Datasets

The goal of our work is to demonstrate that our method im-
proves LMMs’ compositional visual understanding, while
also enhancing a broad range of vision-and-language tasks.
In what follows next, we describe our evaluation datasets.
VL Compositional Benchmarks. To evaluate the compo-
sitional visual understanding of our method, we consider
the Winoground [68] and WHOOPS! [12] benchmarks: (1)
Winoground is a hand-curated dataset designed to test VL
models’ compositional visual understanding. Each sample
contains two images and a corresponding pair of image cap-
tions. Both captions are syntactically very similar but con-
tain one key difference in the form of a semantic swap-

ping of objects, relations, or both. On the same dataset,
Winoground performance is evaluated on three metrics:
(i) a text score, where the correct caption must be identi-
fied given one image; (ii) an image score, where the cor-
rect image must be identified given one caption; (iii) a
group score, where the two pairs must be matched correctly.
(2) WHOOPS! similarly tests compositionality using im-
ages that violate typical visual commonsense. There are a
broader variety of tasks, in particular: (i) Explanation Gen-
eration, (ii) Image Captioning, (iii) Cross-Modal Matching,
and (iv) Compositional VQA. We evaluate our method on
the Compositional VQA split of the dataset.

Multimodal Reasoning Benchmarks. Recently, there has
been an introduction of several new benchmarks that are
specifically designed to evaluate the multimodal reason-
ing abilities of LMMs. In our work, we focus on SEED-
Bench [39], MMBench [47], and LLaVA-Bench In-the-
Wild [45]. Both SEEDBench and MMBench include differ-
ent splits that test general visual perception and visual rea-
soning. For instance, SEEDBench contains perception tasks
that evaluate an LMM’s Instance Identification and Instance
Attribute understanding capabilities while also containing
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Model IC SU IId IA IL SR VR TU IIn Overall
MMCoT† 22.1 29.5 30.2 32.8 33.6 30.3 34.1 45.9 34.0 34.4
LLaVA-1.5-13B-DDCoT 47.3 63.0 59.8 64.1 44.6 41.4 67.1 57.7 51.6 58.0
LLaVA-1.5-13B-VidIL 62.3 74.9 72.5 69.9 62.5 53.9 78.0 49.4 71.1 68.9
LLaVA-1.5-13B-CCoT 59.3 76 74.4 71.8 64.3 54.5 79.2 58.8 74.2 69.7

Table 2. Comparison to Multimodal CoT Methods. TBD Instances Counting [IC], Scene Understanding [SU], Instance Identity [IId],
Instance Attributes [IA], Instance Location[IL], Spatial Relation [SR], Visual Reasoning [VR], Text Understanding [TU], Instance Inter-
action[IIn]. Note that †indicates that MMCoT is a finetuning method that was pretrained on ScienceQA.

more higher-order reasoning splits like Scene Understand-
ing and Instance Interaction. MMBench has similar splits.
We exclude video, thus evaluating our method on the im-
age splits of SEEDBench and the entirety of MMBench.
To evaluate a different type of multimodal reasoning, we
further evaluate our method on LLaVA-Bench In-the-Wild,
which tests the LMMs’ ability to give detailed long-form
answers to visual questions.

4.3. Models

In our work, we apply our CCoT approach to four popular
LMMs described as follows.
LLaVA-1.5. The LLaVA [46] architecture distinguishes it-
self as a powerful state-of-the-art (SOTA) LMM method.
Featuring a simple linear projection that maps CLIP visual
features of the input image into a shared embedding space
with the LLM language tokens, LLaVA instruction tunes
on a dataset of images–LLaVA-Instruct-158k—paired with
conversational, detailed description, and complex reason-
ing response types for better visual alignment than simply
image-text pairs. In our work, we evaluate LLaVA-1.5 [45],
a newer version of LLaVA with improved baselines. Model
improvements over the original architecture include: (1) re-
placing the linear projection with an MLP and (2) pretrain-
ing on more diverse datasets.
InstructBLIP. While InstructBLIP also uses a frozen vi-
sual encoder and LLM, it calculates visual features via a
Q-former transformer as in BLIP-2 [41] model that outputs
learnable visual tokens. The difference, in this case, is that
InstructBLIP’s Q-former also attends over the task prompt,
making the visual features instruction-aware. This, in ad-
dition to a broader set of visual instruction tuning datasets
that includes the LLaVA-Instruct-158k affords the method
high performance on benchmarks like SEEDBench [39].
SPHINX. Sphinx [44] distinguishes itself from other
LMMs in two key ways: Sphinx (1) unfreezes its LLM
weights during instruction finetuning and (2) has a broader
area of multimodal question-answering tasks including
”region-level understanding, caption grounding, document
layout detection, and human pose estimation” [44].
GPT-4V. Unlike the other three models, GPT-4V’s archi-
tecture and pretraining details are not made public. How-

ever, using the SOTA GPT-4 as the LLM backbone will be
essential in evaluating how our method works on an LMM
with superior language reasoning skills.

4.4. Baselines

In our experiments, we compare our CCoT prompting
methodology to two other prompting baselines as shown in
Table 1. First, to evaluate the added benefit of our method
to pretrained LMMs, our first baseline is to apply the model
to the benchmark without any prompt engineering. Second,
we consider a baseline of a language zero-shot (ZS) CoT
prompting method [36] to determine the benefit of CCoT
compared to a SOTA CoT prompting method. The method
works in a two-step fashion. (i) Given the input question
and text, the reasoning trigger “Let’s think step-by-step.” is
appended to the end of the prompt, coming subsequently af-
ter the question. This generates language reasoning for an
answer to the question. (ii) Because the answer is implicit
in this outputted reasoning, the second step involves passing
the image, question, output reasoning from step 1, and an
answer extraction phrase to return a response in the desired
format. We find that compared to the answer extraction
phrase suggested in the original paper, the one suggested
by LLaVA [45] yields higher accuracy on most benchmarks
and so proceed with this slight change compared to the
original implementation of ZS-CoT. We also compare our
work to the recent SOTA multimodal CoT prompting meth-
ods MMCoT [88], DDCoT [91], and VidIL [74] on the
SEEDBench-Image dataset as shown in Table 2

4.5. Results

Results are shown in Table 1. An advantage of our method
is that it can be applied across a variety of different pretrain-
ing methods and visual architectures. We demonstrate that
applying CCoT outperforms the base models across several
benchmarks, highlighting the effectiveness of our approach.
In Figure 3, we show concrete examples where our method
improves upon baselines as well as cases where it still fails.
For more results, refer to Section A.2 in Supplementary.
Compositional visual understanding. For all four LMMs
tested, we find substantial increases utilizing CCoT com-
pared to baselines when evaluated on Winoground and
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Model SU IId IA IL SR VR IIn W. Avg.

LLaVA-1.5-13B-CCoT 76.0 74.4 71.8 64.3 54.5 79.2 74.2 72.1
LLaVA-1.5-13B 74.9 71.3 68.9 63.5 51.5 77.0 73.2 69.9

w/ Object Locations 75.4 72.7 69.4 63.6 54.5 78.9 73.2 70.5
w/out JSON Format 74.8 73.1 70.7 63.0 52.0 78.6 73.2 68.1

LLaVA-1.5-13B-Caption-CoT 75.7 73.1 69.1 63.1 55.3 78.6 73.7 70.7
LLaVA-1.5-7B 50.6 42.2 43.0 38.1 33.8 58.0 50.5 66.3
LLaVA-1.5-7B-CCoT 68.7 57.9 63.7 47.9 42.8 67.1 66.0 66.1

128 Token Length 76.2 73.4 71.4 63.7 55.4 80.1 75.3 71.9
512 Token Length 75.5 73.6 71.6 63.2 54.8 79.15 74.2 71.6
1024 Token Length 75.9 73.5 71.7 63.2 54.0 79.5 76.3 71.5

Table 3. Ablations on SEEDBench-Image. This table describes key split-level ablation results of our method on all image splits of SEED-
Bench [39]: Instances Counting [IC], Scene Understanding [SU],Instance Identity [IIn], Instance Attributes [IA], Instance Location[IL],
Spatial Relation [SR], Visual Reasoning [VR], Text Understanding [TU], Instance Interaction[IIn]. W. Avg. denotes the weighted average.

WHOOPS! In fact, without any instruction tuning, GPT-4V-
CCoT achieves a significant improvement over the previ-
ous Winoground SOTA—SGVL, which has been finetuned
on ground truth SG annotations [28]. Interestingly, ZS-
CoT method actually degrades performances across several
splits of the compositional benchmarks. This may be due
to the lack of consideration for visual information in the
prompt as it was designed for LLMs. Thus, these results
demonstrate the effectiveness of CCoT for improving com-
positional visual reasoning of LMM without the need for
finetuning or ground-truth annotated SG data.
Multimodal Benchamarks. We also see that CCoT im-
proves over the baselines on SEEDBench image splits,
MMBench, and LLaVA-Bench In-the-Wild. Even with
many LMMs having a variety of different LLM backbones
and pretraining methods, the difference between consecu-
tive state-of-the-art models on SEEDBench is usually 1% or
less. All of CCoT’s improvements are 1% or better. There-
fore, these results are a robust indication that our method is
advantageous for elevating both LMMs’ compositional vi-
sual understanding and their general multimodal reasoning.
Once again, ZS-CoT prompting is actually often detrimen-
tal to LMMs on many splits of these benchmarks.

4.6. Ablations

We perform a comprehensive ablation study on SEED-
Bench with our LLaVA-1.5-CCoT model (see Table 3). We
note that we did not report the Instance Counting and Text
Understanding (OCR) splits as they do not constitute visual
reasoning. For more ablations, refer to Section A.1 in Supp.
Requiring bounding boxes. In our qualitative explo-
ration of generated SGs, we found that some SGs included
bounding-box coordinates for objects. Thus, we experi-
mented with a prompt that instructed the LMM to include

bounding-box coordinates (shown in the table as“w\ Ob-
ject Locations”) for all objects in the generated SG. We
find a 1.6% decrease in weighted average accuracy on
SEEDBench-Image suggesting that requiring exact object
locations is not beneficial to multimodal reasoning tasks.
JSON structure enhances SG utilization. While SGs are
structured visual representations, they may come in many
different textual formats. As such, we ablate the JSON for-
mat requirement (refer to as w/out JSON Format) of our SG
generation prompt to evaluate whether enforcing a specific
SG format affects the LMMs usage of the content. Our re-
sults indicate that enforcing a common, systematic format
like JSON is indeed beneficial (-2.0% without JSON) to the
LMMs ability to most effectively utilize the SG.
Replacing SGs with captions. SGs are a highly-structured
representation of visual information that distinguishes them
from simply natural language descriptions of images.
Therefore, we ablate the importance of SG structure by
generating captions instead of SGs (refer to as LLaVA-1.5-
Caption-CoT). We find in Table 3 that generating captions
with the same informational context as our SG method, but,
degrades performance (-1.4% compared to ours), suggest-
ing the importance of SG structure to multimodal tasks.
LMM size. We also evaluate the impact of the LMM size.
We find that LLaVA-1.5-7B-CCoT shows no noticeable dif-
ference (+.1 %) in accuracy compared to LLaVA-1.5-7B.
The more substantial gains of LLaVA-1.5-13B-CCoT and
GPT-4-CCoT indicate that our method is most effective for
larger model sizes. This facet is crucial as our zero-shot
method becomes a comparatively less compute-expensive
process than the finetuning for these larger LMMs.
Effect of SG size. We consider how the size of the SG
affects the generated response, by comparing the accuracy
when using SGs of different token lengths. Concretely,
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Figure 3. Example Outputs. Above we show examples of our method on both SEEDBench and Winoground. On the left we show
successes of CCoT while the right shows failure cases. For more qualitative visualizations, please refer to Section C in Supplementary.

we evaluate when using SGs of length 1024 (-.6%), 512
(-0.5%), and 128 (-0.3%) tokens. The results demonstrate
that the optimal SG size is 256 tokens. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of textual SGs in encapsulating useful in-
formation in a small sequence length while also providing
credence to the idea that a minimum amount of information
is necessary to properly respond to the question.

5. Conclusion
Our research has demonstrated the significant potential of
the CCoT approach in extracting compositional information
from an LMM. This extracted knowledge leads to enhanced
compositional visual and multimodal reasoning of LMMs
downstream without the need for fine-tuning or reliance on
ground-truth annotated SG data. Our method stands out
by generating SGs in a zero-shot manner, effectively ad-
dressing the issue of annotated SG availability. Using the
generated SG in a CoT reasoning prompt also addresses
catastrophic forgetting by not fine-tuning. The substantial
improvements observed on compositional visual reasoning
benchmarks like Winoground and WHOOPS!, along with
the general multimodal benchmarks SEEDBench, MM-
Bench, and LLaVA-Bench In-the-Wild underscore the ef-
fectiveness of our approach across a diverse set of tasks.
This is further corroborated by our ablations, which reveal
the importance of using structured SGs over captions, lever-
aging the JSON format, and utilizing optimal SG length to
enhance the LMMs’ visual compositional and multimodal

reasoning. These results collectively highlight the value of
our method in broadening the capabilities of LMMs in com-
positional and multimodal reasoning tasks.

6. Limitations

In this work, we present a zero-shot Chain-of-Thought
prompting method that utilizes scene-graph representations
for multimodal and compositional visual reasoning tasks.
We demonstrate improved performance on several different
models and benchmarks. Nevertheless, our work has a cen-
tral limitation. While extending context length is an active
field of research, our method is limited by the current con-
text lengths of the LLMs being used by the LMMs. Addi-
tionally, scene graphs are not particularly useful represen-
tations when performing multimodal tasks that emphasize
language over visual reasoning, such as document under-
standing. Finally, we do not anticipate negative impacts of
this work, but, as with any machine learning method, we
recommend exercising caution.
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